Pt(II)-Coordinated Tricomponent Self-Assemblies of Tetrapyridyl Porphyrin and Dicarboxylate Ligands: Are They Really 3D Prisms or 2D Bow Ties?
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ABSTRACT

Thermodynamically favored heteroleptic coordination of Pt(II) ions with one aza- and another oxo-coordinating ligand yield tricomponent supramolecular coordination complexes (SCCs) that possess much greater structural complexity and functional diversity than traditional bicomponent SCCs containing only one of the ligands. Herein, we demonstrate that heteroleptic coordination of tetrapyridyl porphyrins (M¢TPP, M¢ = Zn or H2) and various dicarboxylate ligands (XDC) having different lengths and rigidity with cis-(Et3P)2PtII corners actually yields bow tie (⋈)-shaped tricomponent [{cis-(Et3P)2Pt}4(M¢TPP)(XDC)2]4+ complexes featuring a M¢TPP core and two parallel XDC linkers held together by four heteroligated PtII(N,O) corners. Although previous reports had claimed that the self-assembly of these three components produced tetragonal prisms having two cofacial M¢TPP planes connected by four XDC linkers via eight PtII(N,O) corners, our extensive 1H, 31P, and 2D NMR, ESI-MS, X-ray crystallographic, and computational studies unequivocally demonstrated that in reality, no such prism was formed, because instead of connecting two cofacial M¢TPP ligands, the XDC linkers actually bridged two adjacent pyridyl termini of an M¢TPP ligand via shared PtII(N,O) corners, forming bow tie complexes. In addition to direct crystallographic evidence, the NMR spectra of these complexes revealed that the M¢TPP ligands contained two distinct sets of pyrrole protons (4 each)—those located inside the triangles were shielded by and coupled to adjacent XDC linkers, whereas the exposed ones were not—the unmistakable signs of bow tie structures instead of prisms. Thus, this work not only unveiled novel supramolecular architecture, but also accurately defined the actual structures and compositions of M¢TPP-based tricomponent SCCs.

INTRODUCTION

Owing to the dynamic, directional, and self-selecting/rectifying nature of metal–ligand coordination bonds, metal-driven self-assembly processes have emerged as one of the most attractive and versatile tools of supramolecular chemistry, yielding myriads of supramolecular coordination complexes (SCCs) ranging
from discrete metallacycles\textsuperscript{1-10} and cages\textsuperscript{11-23} to extended coordination polymers and metal–organic frameworks\textsuperscript{24-26} over several decades. To obtain the target SCCs and to avoid statistical mixtures of different possibilities, only one rigid organic ligand is typically introduced to a metal ion at appropriate stoichiometry that yield bicomponent coordination complexes. However, the resulting bicomponent SCCs often lack the structural and functional diversity and tunability needed for various advanced applications. Expanding the scope of coordination-driven self-assembly strategies, several researchers have recently discovered\textsuperscript{26-56} that cis-capped Pt(II) and Pd(II) corners can simultaneously bind a carboxylate and a pyridyl ligands, preferentially yielding thermodynamically favored heteroleptic Pt(N,O) complexes instead of two different homoleptic complexes.\textsuperscript{29–34,47–53} Furthermore, when two different homoleptic Pt\textsuperscript{II}(COO\textsuperscript{-})\textsubscript{2} and Pt\textsuperscript{II}(pyridyl)\textsubscript{2} complexes were mixed together at an appropriate stoichiometry, they spontaneously reorganized into thermodynamically more stable heteroleptic Pt(N,O) complexes.\textsuperscript{30,32,33} These revelations paved the door for metal-driven self-assembly of tricomponent metallacycles and cages containing two complementary ligands that could further diversify their structures, compositions, properties, and functions.

While it is fairly straightforward to assemble 2:2:4 tricomponent rectangles\textsuperscript{30,32,41} having two parallel dicarboxylate and two parallel dipyridyl arms connected by four heteroligated Pt\textsuperscript{II}(N,O) corners, the formation of 2:4:8 tricomponent tetragonal prisms featuring two cofacial tetratopic (tetrapyridyl or tetracarboxylate) ligands and four complementary ditopic (dicarboxylate or dipyridyl) linkers requires the latter to intermolecularly connect the tips of two separate cofacial tetratopic ligands via eight heteroleptic Pt(N,O) corners\textsuperscript{30,32,35,36} instead of intramolecularly bridging two adjacent tips of the same tetratopic ligand. If a ditopic linker intramolecularly bridged two adjacent binding sites of the tetratopic ligand via shared Pt(N,O) corners, then entropically more favored 1:2:4 bow tie (⋈) complexes would be formed instead of 2:4:8 tetragonal prisms.\textsuperscript{54} Nevertheless, Stang and coworkers have recently claimed\textsuperscript{30,33,34} that Pt(II)-driven tricomponent self-assembly of tetrapyridyl porphyrin (M’TPP, M’ = Zn- or H\textsubscript{2}) and various aromatic and aliphatic dicarboxylate (XDC) linkers having varied length and rigidity yielded tetragonal prisms [\{cis-(Et\textsubscript{3}P)\textsubscript{2}Pt\textsubscript{18}(M’TPP)\textsubscript{2}(XDC)\textsubscript{4}\}\textsuperscript{8+}] featuring two parallel M’TPP faces and four XDC pillars connected by eight heteroligated Pt\textsuperscript{II}(N,O) corners. These complexes preserved the photophysical properties of M’TPP chromophores\textsuperscript{33} and displayed promising applications in cancer photodynamic therapy\textsuperscript{39} and guest encapsulation.\textsuperscript{55} Encouraged by these promising reports,\textsuperscript{30,33,34,39,56} we had attempted to construct bi-chromophoric tetragonal prisms consisting of two M’TPP faces and four dicarboxylate linkers having complementary redox- and optically active aromatic cores, such as naphthalene- and perylene diimides that could support ligand-to-ligand photoinduced electron and/or energy transfer events. Surprisingly, none of our attempts to build such M’TPP-based bi-chromophoric prisms based on the reported protocols was successful despite the fact that the lengths of our XDC linkers were much longer than the distances between
the two adjacent pyridyl-N atoms of free M'TPP ligands \(d_{N-N_{\text{free}}} = 10.9 \, \text{Å}\), which precluded the possibility of intramolecular bridging of two adjacent pyridyl groups via heteroligated Pt\(^{II}\)(N,O) corners. Prompted by these unexpected outcomes, we took a closer look at the \(^1\)H NMR spectra of the M'TPP-based proposed tetragonal prisms reported in the literature,\(^{30,33,34,56}\) which actually displayed two distinct singlets (1:1 ratio) for pyrrole protons—one set of four pyrrole protons were significantly more shielded than the other four (in contrast, all eight pyrrole protons of free M'TPP ligands are chemically equivalent and show one singlet)—indicating that in these tricomponent SCCs, the pyrrole rings of M'TPP ligands were no longer chemically equivalent, i.e., they were located in two different environments. These reported \(^1\)H NMR signals appeared to be at odds with the proposed tetragonal prism formation because all pyrrole rings of M'TPP in the proposed prisms should have been located in the same chemical environment and displayed the same NMR signal.\(^{47-49,53,55}\) On the other hand, the observed \(^1\)H NMR signals of two distinct pyrrole protons would have made a perfect sense if the Pt(II)-driven tricomponent self-assembly of M'TPP and XDC ligands yielded 2D bow tie (⋈) complexes, a genuine possibility that was previously overlooked. In this scenario, the two opposite pyrrole rings of M'TPP would be located inside two isosceles triangles formed by two parallel XDC linkers and therefore shielded accordingly, while the other two opposite pyrrole rings would remain exposed and not shielded by the XDC linkers. These inconsistencies prompted us to carefully examine whether or not the Pt(II)-driven self-assembly processes of M'TPP and XDC ligands do actually produce tricomponent prisms or yield an entirely different supramolecular architecture, such as tricomponent bow ties having the same ratio (4:1:2) of the three components.

Herein, we report self-assembly and in-depth characterization of eight novel bow tie complexes \([\{\text{cis-}(\text{Et}_3\text{P})_2\text{Pt}\}_4(\text{M'TPP})(\text{XDC})_2\} \cdot 4(\text{TfO})\) (Scheme 1) composed of M'TPP ligands \((M' = \text{Zn and H}_2)\) and four different XDC linkers, namely 1,6-hexane-, 4,4'-biphenyl-, 1,4-benzene-, and 2,6-naphthalene dicarboxylates (HDC, BPDC, BDC, and NDC). While the \(^1\)H, \(^{31}\)P, and 2D (COSY and ROESY) NMR and ESI-MS analyses of these complexes presented telltale signs of their bow tie structures and ruled out prism formation, the most direct and compelling evidence came from their single-crystal structures, which revealed that each complex was composed of an M'TPP core and two parallel XDC linkers, which were connected by four heteroligated \((\text{Et}_3\text{P})_2\text{Pt}^{II}(\text{N,O})\) corners. Notably, this was the first time, the single-crystal structures of such M'TPP-based tricomponent SCCs could be determined. In addition, the energy-minimized structures of these bow tie complexes were in good agreement with the experimental results, which collectively shined light on why the M'TPP ligands actually formed bow tie complexes instead of tetragonal prisms.
Scheme 1. Pt(II)-driven self-assembly of M’TPP ligands (M’ = Zn or H₂) and four different XDC linkers (HDC, BPDC, BDC, and NDC) exclusively yielded novel bow tie complexes [{cis-(Et₂P)₂Pt}₄(M’TPP)(XDC)₂]· 4(TfO) (BT1–BT4 and BT1’–BT4’). No tetragonal prism was formed irrespective of the length and rigidity of the XDC linkers.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Heteroleptic Coordination-Driven Self-Assembly of M’TPP-Based Tricomponent Bow Ties (∞). To determine whether heteroleptic coordination of cis-(Et₂P)₂PtⅡ corners with tetratopic M’TPP ligands and ditopic XDC linkers yield tetragonal 3D prisms containing two cofacial M’TPP ligands and four XDC linkers held together by eight Pt(II) corners or 2D bow ties containing a M’TPP core and two parallel XDC linkers connected by four shared Pt(II) corners, herein, we employed four different XDC ligands (HDC, BPDC, BDC, and NDC) having different lengths, rigidity, and electron density. For consistency, we have adopted the exact same self-assembly conditions reported in the literature, i.e., a 4:1:2 stoichiometry of cis-(Et₂P)₂Pt(TfO), M’TPP, and XDC, solvent mixtures (1:1:1 CH₂Cl₂/MeCN/MeNO₂ or 4:1 Me₂CO/H₂O) that adequately solubilized all components, temperature (~60 °C), and reaction time (~18 h) that presumably led to the prism formation. Although previous reports have claimed that tricomponent self-assembly of HDC and BDC linkers with M’TPP ligand and (Et₃P)₃PtⅡ corners yielded 3D prisms, our comprehensive 1D and 2D NMR, ESI-MS, single-crystal X-ray, and computational studies unequivocally demonstrated that regardless of their lengths and rigidity, all four XDC linkers exclusively afforded bow tie architectures BT1–BT4 containing ZnTPP and BT1’–BT4’ containing H₂TPP cores (Scheme 1, Figure 1) instead of any 3D prisms.
Fig. 1. The chemical structures of bow tie complexes.

\[\text{31}^\text{P NMR Spectroscopy.}\] Simultaneous coordination of a pyridyl group of M’TPP and a carboxylate group of XDC with \(\text{cis-}(\text{Et}_3\text{P})_2\text{Pt}^{\text{II}}\) was evident from the \(\text{31}^\text{P}\) NMR spectra of the resulting SCCs (Fig. 2 and S1). While \(\text{cis-}(\text{Et}_3\text{P})_2\text{Pt}(\text{TfO})_2\) displayed a characteristic singlet at 11.14 ppm indicating that both Pt(II)-coordinated P atoms were chemically equivalent, the resulting \(\text{BT1-BT4}^\prime\) complexes displayed two distinct doublets—one at ca. 0–2 ppm that corresponded to the P-nucleus \(\text{trans}\) to the pyridyl-N atom and another at 6–7 ppm \((^2J_{P-P} \approx 20–21 \text{ Hz})\) corresponding to the P-nucleus \(\text{trans}\) to the carboxylate O-atom—indicating that the two ancillary \(\text{Et}_3\text{P}\) ligands were no longer chemically equivalent.\(^{30,33,34}\) The fact that no other \(\text{31}^\text{P}\) NMR signal was observed further confirmed exclusively heteroleptic coordination of two different ligands with the Pt(II) corners and ruled out the formation of any homoleptic complex. However, the \(\text{31}^\text{P}\) NMR spectra shed little light on the actual structures and compositions of the resulting tricomponent SCCs, i.e., whether they were 3D prisms or 2D bow ties, as both structures would feature the same heteroleptic \(\text{cis-}(\text{Et}_3\text{P})_2\text{Pt}^{\text{II}}(\text{N,O})\) corners.

![Diagram of chemical structures](image)

**Fig. 2.** Partial \(\text{31}^\text{P}\) NMR spectra (122 MHz, acetone-\(d_6\)) of \(\text{cis-}(\text{Et}_3\text{P})_2\text{Pt}(\text{TfO}), \text{BT1, BT2, BT3, and BT4.}\)**
\(^1\)H NMR Spectroscopy. The \(^1\)H NMR spectra of the resulting SCCs (Fig. 3, S2, and S3) presented the first telltale signs of their bow tie structures and ruled out tetragonal prism formation. In comparison to \(D_{4h}\)-symmetric free ZnTPP ligand, which displayed two doublets at 8.58 and 7.95 ppm corresponding to its \(H_a\) and \(H_b\) pyridyl protons (8 each), respectively, and a sharp singlet at 8.61 ppm for all eight chemically equivalent \(H_c\) pyrrole protons (Fig. 3), BT1–BT4 complexes not only displayed significant downfield shift of \(H_a\) and \(H_b\) pyridyl protons due to Pt(II)-coordination, but most tellingly, two distinct singlets (1:1 intensity) for pyrrole protons (\(H_c\) and \(H_c'\)) indicating that the pyrrole rings of ZnTPP were no longer chemically equivalent. The same phenomenon was observed for \(H_2\)TPP-based BT1'–BT4' complexes (Fig. S2). Different NMR chemical shifts of pyrrole protons of \(M'\)TPP ligands are the telltale signs of bow tie structures, in which the pyrrole rings were located in two different environments.

The singlets peaks corresponding to four \(H_c\) pyrrole protons of BT1–BT4 complexes appeared at 8.38, 7.73, 7.13, and 6.79 ppm, respectively, which were significantly up-field shifted from the \(H_c\) signal (8.61 ppm) of free ZnTPP, while the singlets corresponding to four \(H_c'\) pyrrole protons appeared at 9.18, 8.52, 9.16, and 8.86 ppm, respectively. Thus, the up-field shifts of \(H_c\) signals were directly correlated to the increasing electron cloud, i.e., the shielding effect of XDC linkers (HDC < BPDC < BDC < NDC), suggesting that these pyrrole protons were located inside the isosceles triangles formed by two parallel XDC linkers, whereas the \(H_c'\) pyrrole protons were not. The aliphatic HDC linkers in BT1 exerted the least shielding effect, causing the smallest up-field shift of the enclosed \(H_c\) pyrrole protons located across the bay, followed by the BPDC linkers having two twisted phenyl rings that were not properly aligned with the enclosed \(H_c\) pyrrole protons of BT2, as seen from its single-crystal structure (\textit{vide infra}). Having the largest \(\pi\)-cloud and maximum shielding effect among four XDC linkers employed here, the NDC linkers in BT4 caused the largest up-field shift of enclosed \(H_c\) protons, followed by the BDC linkers in BT3. Although the exposed \(H_c'\) pyrrole protons were not shielded by distant XDC linkers, their chemical shifts were affected by the length of the XDC linkers, which controlled their distances from the adjacent pyridyl rings of ZnTPP. This was further evident from their crystal structures (\textit{vide infra}) and certain structural parameters summarized in Table 1. For instance, the shorter HDC and BDC linkers \((l \approx 7 \text{ Å})\) placed the bridged Pt(II) corners closer to each other, which in turn, pulled the pyridyl rings of ZnTPP ligand away from the exposed \(H_c'\) pyrrole protons of BT1 and BT3 complexes. This phenomenon reduced the shielding effect of pyridyl rings on \(H_c'\) pyrrole protons in BT1 and BT3, causing them to appear at more downfield positions (ca. 9.2 ppm) than the \(H_c\) protons of free ZnTPP ligand. On the other hand, the longest BPDC linkers \((l_{\text{BPDC}} = 11.2 \text{ Å})\) in BT2 held the bridged Pt(II) corners farther away from each other, which in turn, pushed the pyridyl rings of ZnTPP closer to exposed \(H_c'\) pyrrole protons making them more shielded and up-field shifted than
the Hc protons of free ZnTPP. Having an intermediate length, NDC linkers (lNDC = 9.2 Å) in BT4 pulled the pyridyl rings of ZnTPP slightly away from exposed Hc¢ protons, causing a slight downfield shift. The exact same trends were observed for H2TPP-based BT1′–BT4′ complexes (Fig. S2).

Thus, the splitting of pyrrole protons of M′TPP ligands into two chemically nonequivalent and noncoupled Hc and Hc¢ protons in the tricomponent SCCs and variable shielding of the former by XDC linkers were the telltale signs of bow tie complexes where two opposite pyrrole rings bearing four Hc protons were located inside the isosceles triangles formed by two parallel XDC linkers while the other two pyrrole rings bearing four Hc¢ protons remained exposed. It is worth noting all previously reported M′TPP-based tricomponent SCCs, including those containing HDC and BDC ligands,32,33 essentially displayed the same 1H NMR characteristics as those displayed by BT1, BT1′, BT3, and BT3′, i.e., two distinct singlets for Hc and Hc¢ pyrrole protons that indicated their bow tie structures. However, these characteristic NMR signals of bow tie structures were overlooked previously, and the complexes were thought to be tetragonal prisms primarily based on their ESI-MS data (vide infra).30,33,34,56 If these tricomponent SCCs were indeed tetragonal prisms having two cofacial M′TPP planes connected by four XDC linkers via heteroleptic (Et3P)PtII(N,O) corners, then all sixteen pyrrole protons of M′TPP faces should have remained chemically equivalent and displayed one singlet peak, as observed in actual porphyrin-based prisms,47–49,53,55 instead of splitting into two chemically non-equivalent Hc and Hc¢ protons that showed two distinct singlets. However, that was not observed for any of the Pt(II)/M′TPP/XDC-based tricomponent SCCs presented either here or in the literature,30,33,34,56 which ruled out any prism formation.

Fig. 3. Partial 1H NMR spectra (500 MHz) of (a) free ZnTPP ligand, (b) BT1, (c) BT2, (d) BT3, and (e) BT4. The enclosed Hc pyrrole protons (highlighted in red) located inside the isosceles triangles of bow tie structures were shielded proportionately by adjacent XDC linkers, whereas the exposed Hc¢ pyrrole protons (highlighted in blue) were not.
**$^1$H–$^1$H COSY NMR Spectroscopy.** The COSY NMR spectra of these M'TTP-based tricomponent SCCs (Fig. S4) provided further insights into their actual structures by revealing the coupling between the adjacent (α- and β-) protons. Conspicuously missing from the COSY NMR spectra of all these SCCs were any α/β-coupling between the H_c and H_c¢ protons of M'TPP ligand, which further indicated that these two chemically non-equivalent protons did not belong to the same pyrrole ring but to two separate pyrrole rings located in different environments. This scenario was possible only in bow tie structures where two opposite pyrrole rings carrying the H_c protons were located inside the triangles, whereas the other two pyrrole rings bearing H_c¢ protons remained exposed. If these tricomponent SCCs were indeed tetragonal prisms containing two cofacial M'TPP panels linked by four XDC linkers, then either all the pyrrole protons of M'TPP should have remained chemically equivalent instead of splitting into distinct H_c and H_c¢ protons, or each pyrrole ring would have carried one H_c and one H_c¢ protons that would have allowed α/β-coupling. The absence of such couplings ruled out the prism formation.

**ROESY NMR Spectroscopy.** Another powerful evidence of bow tie complex formation was found in the ROESY NMR spectra (Fig. 4 and S5), which revealed long-range coupling between the enclosed H_c pyrrole protons of M'TPP and the XDC protons located across the bay. For example, the enclosed H_c pyrrole protons were coupled with (i) the H_t protons of HDC in BT1 and BT1¢, (ii) the H_u and H_v protons of BPDC in BT2 and BT2¢, (iii) the H_w protons of BDC in BT3 and BT3¢, and (iv) the H_x, H_y, and H_z protons of NDC in BT4 and BT4¢, indicating that the enclosed pyrrole rings were located in close proximity of the XDC linkers. In addition, the enclosed H_c protons were also coupled to adjacent H_b pyridyl protons of M'TPP ligands. However, no such ROE-coupling between the exposed H_c¢ pyrrole protons and the remote XDC protons were observed (the H_c¢ protons were only coupled to H_b protons of the adjacent pyridyl ring in some cases), further verifying that the enclosed H_c and exposed H_c¢ pyrrole protons were located in two different chemical environments. This scenario would be only possible in bow tie structures, not in prisms.
Fig. 4. Partial $^1$H–$^1$H ROESY NMR spectra (500 MHz, acetone-$d_6$) of (a) BT1, (b) BT2, (c) BT3, and (d) BT4 show that the enclosed H$_c$ pyrrole protons of these bow tie complexes located inside the isosceles triangles are through-space coupled with the protons of adjacent XDC linkers but the exposed H$_c$ pyrrole protons are not coupled with the distant XDC protons.

**ESI-MS Analysis.** The ESI-MS analysis revealed (Fig. S6) the characteristic $m/z$ peaks of [M–2TfO]$^{2+}$ species of bow tie complexes. The ZnTPP-based BT1, BT2, BT3, and BT4 and H$_2$TPP-based BT2', BT3', and BT4' displayed the respective [M–2TfO]$^{2+}$ peaks at $m/z = 1497.09$, $1593.58$, $1517.01$, $1567.05$, $1561.50$, $1485.52$, and $1535.60$, but no peak associated with tetragonal prisms although of these SCCs were assembled under the same reported conditions that arguably yielded the so-called prisms.$^{33}$ Although the $m/z$ peaks of [M – nX]$^{n+}$ species (X$^-$ = TfO$^-$ or PF$_6^-$, n = 3 or 5) of the purported prisms were observed previously,$^{30,33}$ a closer look at the previously reported$^{10}$ ESI-MS profile of a tricomponent SCC featuring (Et$_3$P)$_2$Pt$^{	ext{II}}$, H$_2$TPP, and BDC revealed a prominent $m/z$ peak at 1481.38 (~100 % relative intensity, 4–5 times higher than any other peaks), which actually represented the [M – 2PF$_6$]$^{2+}$ species of bow tie complex
\[\{(\text{Et}_3\text{P})_2\text{Pt}\}_4(\text{H}_2\text{TPP})(\text{BDC})_2\}^{4+}\cdot4(\text{PF}_6^-)\] but was overlooked previously. Since none of the previously reported M'TPP-based tricomponent SCCs displayed the expected \(^1\)H NMR spectra that could have supported the proposed prism formation (\textit{vide supra}),

\cite{30,33,34,56,57} and our extensive 2D NMR and ESI-MS data discussed above as well as the single-crystal structures presented below unequivocally demonstrated the formation of bow tie complexes instead of any prisms, it is plausible that the \(m/z\) peaks that were previously ascribed to 8:2:4 \[\{(\text{Et}_3\text{P})_2\text{Pt}\}_8(\text{M}'\text{TPP})_2(\text{XDC})_4\] \(^8+\cdot8(\text{X}^-)\) prisms, were actually associated with the dimers of 4:1:2 \[\{(\text{Et}_3\text{P})_2\text{Pt}\}_4(\text{M}'\text{TPP})(\text{XDC})_2\] \(^4+\cdot4(\text{X}^-)\) bow tie complexes (after loss of some counterions) instead of the proposed prisms. Alternatively, the bow tie complexes could have reorganized into prisms under certain electrospray ionization conditions, giving a false impression about the proposed prisms formation, which was not otherwise supported by any other experimental data.

**Single-Crystal Structures of Bow Tie Complexes.** The single-crystal structures these tricomponent SCCs presented the most direct and conclusive evidence of their bow tie structures consisting of a M'TPP core and two parallel XDC linkers held together by four heteroleptic (Et\(_3\)P)\(_2\)Pt(N,O) corners. Notably, this was the first time the crystal structures of any M'TPP-based tricomponent SCCs could be determined. The crystals were obtained from their NMR solutions (acetone-\(d_6\)) via either slow evaporation or vapor diffusion of CH\(_2\)Cl\(_2\) or Et\(_2\)O, assuring that the solid-state crystal structures and solution NMR data belonged to the same materials. The bow tie complexes based on rigid aromatic BPDC, BDC, and NDC linkers crystallized easily, but those containing flexible aliphatic HDC linkers did not. The structural features of all bow tie complexes (Table 1) were fully consistent with their respective NMR and ESI-MS data, confirming that the same species were present both in solutions and solid crystals. The crystal structures of these bow tie complexes also helped explain why the enclosed H\(_c\) pyrrole proton signals were shifted up-field and ROE-coupled with the XDC protons located across the bay, but the exposed H\(_c\) pyrrole protons were not.
Fig. 5. Single-crystal structures of $\text{BT}_2$, $\text{BT}_2'$, $\text{BT}_3$, $\text{BT}_3'$ and $\text{BT}_4$ bow tie complexes. Atom legends: green: Pt, cyan: Zn, pink: P, red: O, blue: N, grey: C. The H-atoms and TfO$^-$ anions were omitted for clarity.

Table 1. Key structural parameters of bow tie complexes obtained from their single-crystal structures. The parameters obtained from the calculated structures are labeled with asterisks (*).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BT1 calc.*</th>
<th>BT2</th>
<th>BT2'</th>
<th>BT3 (calc.*)</th>
<th>BT3' (calc.*)</th>
<th>BT4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Space Group</td>
<td>$P\bar{1}$</td>
<td>$C2/c$</td>
<td>$C2/c$</td>
<td>$I4_1/a$</td>
<td>$P2_1/c$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{\text{Pt-Pt/int}}$ (Å)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>11.55*</td>
<td>14.37</td>
<td>14.58</td>
<td>11.26 (11.33*)</td>
<td>11.33 (11.33*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{\text{Pt-Pt/ext}}$ (Å)</td>
<td>15.41*</td>
<td>13.42</td>
<td>13.01</td>
<td>15.53 (15.59*)</td>
<td>15.54 (15.56*)</td>
<td>14.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{\text{N-N/int}}$ (Å)</td>
<td>10.19*</td>
<td>11.38</td>
<td>11.52</td>
<td>10.09 (10.12*)</td>
<td>10.07 (10.20*)</td>
<td>10.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{\text{N-N/ext}}$ (Å)</td>
<td>11.63*</td>
<td>10.37</td>
<td>10.18</td>
<td>11.39 (11.69*)</td>
<td>11.61 (11.68*)</td>
<td>10.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{\text{Hc'}-\text{XDC-center}}$ (Å)</td>
<td>2.84*</td>
<td>3.37</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>3.18 (3.50*)</td>
<td>3.05 (3.44*)</td>
<td>2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{\text{Hc'}-\text{Pyridine-center}}$ (Å)</td>
<td>2.96*</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>3.02 (2.98*)</td>
<td>2.96 (3.01*)</td>
<td>3.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{\text{Hc'}-\text{Pyridine-center}}$ (Å)</td>
<td>3.37*</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.41 (3.47*)</td>
<td>3.47 (3.41*)</td>
<td>3.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\angle \text{N-Pt-O}$ (°)</td>
<td>96*, 98*</td>
<td>82, 85</td>
<td>82, 83</td>
<td>78, 83 (93*)</td>
<td>80, 83 (93*)</td>
<td>82, 82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\angle \text{N}<em>\text{Py-center-N}</em>\text{Py}$ (°)</td>
<td>82*</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>83 (81*)</td>
<td>82 (82*)</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\angle \text{N}<em>\text{Py-center-N}</em>\text{Py}$ (°)</td>
<td>98*</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>97 (99*)</td>
<td>98 (98*)</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_{\text{porphyrin-Pyridyl-dih}}$ (°)</td>
<td>82*, 83*</td>
<td>76, 77</td>
<td>64, 73</td>
<td>86, 88 (84*)</td>
<td>76, 80 (85*)</td>
<td>65, 76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_{\text{pyrrole-XDC-dih}}$ (°)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>80 (90*)</td>
<td>85 (90*)</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The bow tie (⋈)-shaped $\text{BT}_2$ and $\text{BT}_2'$ complexes (Fig. 5: $\{(\text{Et}_3\text{P})_2\text{Pt}_4(\text{M}’\text{TPP})(\text{BPDC})_2\}^{4+}$, $\text{M’} = \text{Zn or H}_2$) crystallized in $P\bar{1}$ and $C2/c$ space groups, respectively. The $\angle \text{N-Pt-O}$ angles of slightly distorted square-planar Pt(II) corners ranged between ca. 82–85° (two diagonally opposite angles were the same). In $\text{BT}_2$ and $\text{BT}_2'$, the distances between two BPDC-bridged Pt(II) corners ($d_{\text{Pt-Pt/int}}$) were ca. 14.5 and 14.6 Å,
respectively, whereas those between two adjacent Pt(II) corners not bridged by BPDC ($d_{\text{Pt-Pt/ext}}$) were 13.4 and 13.0 Å, respectively. This happened because the long BPDC linker ($l_{\text{BPDC}} = 11.2$ Å)88 positioned the two bridged Pt(II) corners farther away from each other, which in turn shortened $d_{\text{Pt-Pt/ext}}$. Consequently, the distances between the two adjacent pyridyl-N atoms coordinated to two BPDC-bridged Pt(II) corners, i.e., the pyridyl-N atoms that belonged to the same isoceles triangle, were also noticeably longer ($d_{\text{N-N/int}} \approx 11.4$ and Å) than the distance between two adjacent pyridyl-N atoms that were not part of the same triangle ($d_{\text{N-N/ext}} \approx 10.4$ Å). These N–N distances in $\text{BT2}$ and $\text{BT2'}$ deviated from the uniform distance between two adjacent pyridyl-N atoms of free M’TPP ligands ($d_{\text{N-N/free}} \approx 10.9$ Å).59,60 Furthermore, in $\text{BT2}$, the angles of projection between two adjacent pyridyl rings that belonged to the same triangle ($\angle (\text{N}_\text{Py–center–N}_\text{Py})_{\text{int}}$) expanded to $95^\circ$ ($97^\circ$ in $\text{BT2'}$), while the angle between two adjacent pyridyl rings that were not part to the same triangle ($\angle (\text{N}_\text{Py–center–N}_\text{Py})_{\text{ext}}$) contracted to $85^\circ$ ($83^\circ$ in $\text{BT2'}$). Thus, these angles deviated by 3–5° from the angles of projection ($\sim 90^\circ$) between the adjacent pyridyl rings of free M’TPP in order to incorporate long BPDC linkers within the isoceles triangles of bow tie structures. The dihedral angles between the porphyrin core and the pyridyl arms were $76^\circ$ in $\text{BT2}$ ($73^\circ$ in $\text{BT2'}$). The enclosed pyrrole rings of M’TTP and the twisted BPDC core (torsion angle between two phenyl rings $\approx 40^\circ$) located across the bay were not coplanar but formed large dihedral angles. The average distances from the enclosed $\text{H}_c$ pyrrole protons located inside the triangles to the center of the closest phenyl ring of BPDC linker ($d_{\text{H}_c–\text{XDC}}$) was ca. 3.4 Å in $\text{BT2}$ (3.1 Å in $\text{BT2'}$) and to the center of the nearest pyridyl ring ($d_{\text{H}_c–\text{Pyridine-center}}$) was 3.4 Å in $\text{BT2}$ (3.5 Å in $\text{BT2'}$). Both distances were the longest among the bow tie complexes presented here. As a result, the enclosed $\text{H}_c$ pyrrole protons of $\text{BT2}$ and $\text{BT2'}$ were less shielded and less up-field shifted than those of BDC- and NDC-based bow tie complexes (Fig. 3). Furthermore, the long BPDC linker pushed the pyridyl rings of M’TTP closer to the exposed $\text{H}_c$ pyrrole protons ($d_{\text{H}_c–\text{Pyridine-center}} \sim 3.1$ Å) causing a modest shielding and up-field chemical shift of these protons with respect to the $\text{H}_c$ signal of free M’TTP ligands. The other bow tie complexes having shorter XDC ligands did not display any up-field shift of the exposed $\text{H}_c$ signals because the shorter linkers pulled the adjacent pyridyl rings away from the exposed $\text{H}_c$ pyrrole protons and closer to the enclosed $\text{H}_c$ pyrrole protons.

Although the entire single-crystal structures of $\text{BT2}$ and $\text{BT2'}$ complexes, including their ancillary $\text{Et}_3\text{P}$ ligands on the Pt(II) corners, were well-resolved, only the basic bow tie skeletons of $\text{BT3}$, $\text{BT3'}$, and $\text{BT4}$ complexes consisting of the M’TTP core, two parallel BDC and NDC linkers, and four Pt(II) corners were fully resolved, but the fluxional CH$_3$CH$_2$-groups and TfO$^-$ anions were not, which caused large $R$-values. Nevertheless, since the ancillary ligands and counterions were not integral parts of the bow tie...
structures, the poor resolution of these highly disordered components had little effect on key structural features that influenced their respective NMR spectra.

The BDC-based bow tie complexes BT3 and BT3′ (Fig. 5: [{(Et3P)2Pt}d(M′TPP)(BDC)2]4+, M′ = Zn or H2) crystallized in C2/c and I41/a space groups, respectively. The ∠N–Pt–O angles at distorted square-planar Pt(II) corners ranged between ca. 78–83°. The distances between two adjacent Pt(II) corners bridged by short BDC linkers (lBDC = 6.9 Å) were ca. 11.3 Å (dPy-Py/im), whereas the distances between two adjacent Pt(II) corners not bridged by BDC (dPy-Py/ext) were ca. 15.5 Å. Thus, the short BDC linkers placed the two bridged Pt(II) corners closer to each other while increasing the distances between the two non-bridged Pt(II) corners. Consequently, the distances between the pyridyl-N atoms that belonged to the same triangle were also shorter (dN-N/im ≈ 10.1 Å) than those between two pyridyl-N atoms that were not part of the same triangle (dN-N/ext ≈ 11.5 Å). Consequently, the projection angles between two adjacent pyridyl rings belonging to the same triangle (∠(Npy-center–Npy)im) shrunk to ca. 82°, while the angles between two adjacent pyridyl rings not belonging to the same triangle (∠(Npy-center–Npy)ext) expanded to ca. 98° (ca. 8° deviations from the ideal ~90° angle in free M′TPP) in order to accommodate short BDC linkers within the triangles. The dihedral angles between the enclosed pyrrole rings of M′TPP and the BDC core located across the bay were 80–85°, i.e., they were almost orthogonal to each other. The enclosed Hc pyrrole protons were projected toward the center of the BDC ring (dHc-XDC ≈ 3.1 Å) as well as the adjacent pyridyl rings, which were pulled closer (dHc-Pyridine-center ≈ 3 Å) by the BDC linker. As a result, the Hc pyrrole protons of BT3 and BT3′ complexes were highly shielded, up-field shifted, and ROE-coupled to BDC protons (Fig. 3, S2). On the other hand, since the pyridyl rings of M′TPP moved away from the exposed Hc pyrrole protons (dHc-Pyridine-center ≈ 3.4 Å), they became less shielded and shifted noticeably downfield with respect to the Hc signal of free M′TPP ligands.

The NDC-based bow tie complex BT4 [{(Et3P)2Pt}d(ZnTPP)(NDC)2]4+ (Fig. 5) possessed P21/c space group. All four ∠N–Pt–O angles of distorted square-planar Pt(II) corners were ca. 82°. The distances between two adjacent NDC-bridged Pt(II) corners (dPt-Pt/im = 12.9 Å) were slightly shorter than those between two adjacent Pt(II) corners not bridged by a NDC linker (dPt-Pt/ext = 14.4 Å). However, the distances between the N-atoms of two adjacent pyridyl rings belonging to the same triangle (dN-N/im) and those between two adjacent pyridyl-N atoms that were not part of the same triangle (dN-N/ext) were almost same (ca. 10.8 Å) and close to the uniform distances between two adjacent pyridyl-N atoms of free ZnTPP ligand (dN-N/free ~10.9 Å). As a result, the angles between two adjacent pyridyl rings belonging to the same triangle (∠(Npy-Center–Npy)im) and those between two adjacent pyridyl rings not belonging to the same triangle (∠(Npy-Center–Npy)ext) in BT4 were also close to ideal ~90° angle between adjacent pyridyl rings found in
free ZnTPP ligand. Thus, the intermediate length of NDC linker ($l_{\text{NDC}} = 9.2$ Å) caused the least distortion of ZnTPP ligand in order to form the isosceles triangles. In BT4, the ZnTPP and the NDC planes were nearly orthogonal to each other (dihedral angles = $87^\circ$). The enclosed H$_c$ pyrrole protons located inside the triangles were projected toward the NDC core across the bay ($d_{\text{Hc-XDC}} \approx 3$ Å), as well as to the center of the adjacent pyridyl rings ($d_{\text{Hc-Pyridine-center}} \approx 3.2$ Å). As a result, the enclosed H$_c$ pyrrole protons of BT4 experienced the maximum shielding effect and displayed the largest up-field NMR chemical shift. On the other hand, the distance between the exposed H$_c$ pyrrole protons and the adjacent pyridyl rings ($d_{\text{Hc-Pyridine-center}} \approx 3.3$ Å) was greater than that found in BPDC-based bow ties (ca. 3 Å) but smaller than that of BDC-based bow ties (ca. 3.4 Å). As a result, the H$_c$ protons of BT4 displayed a slight downfield chemical shift with respect to the H$_c$ signal of free ZnTPP (Fig. 3, S2).

**Energy Optimized Structures.** Since the crystal structures of BT1 or BT1' complexes containing flexible HDC linker were not available, we calculated their energy minimized structures using Gaussian 09 software (Fig. 6). To verify the accuracy of these calculated structures, we also calculated the energy minimized structures of BDC-based bow tie complexes, which were in good agreement with their actual crystal structures (Table 1). In BT1 and BT1' complexes, the $\angle$N–Pt–O angles at the distorted square-planar Pt(II) corners were ca. 96–98°. The two adjacent HDC-bridged Pt(II) corners ($d_{\text{Pt-Pt/int}}$) were located ca. 11.6 Å apart, whereas the two adjacent Pt(II) corners not bridged by HDC ($d_{\text{Pt-Pt/ext}}$) were located ca. 15.4 Å apart. The bridged Pt–Pt distances in BT1 were comparable to those found in BT3, suggesting that HDC and BDC have similar lengths. Like BDC, the short HDC linkers also brought the two bridged Pt(II) corners closer to each other, expanding the distances between the two adjacent non-bridged Pt(II) corners. Consequently, the angles between two adjacent pyridyl rings of M'TPP that belonged to the same triangle ($\angle(N_{\text{Py}}$–center–$N_{\text{Py}}$)$_{\text{int}}$) shrunk to $\approx 82^\circ$, while the angles between two adjacent pyridyl rings that were not part of the same triangle ($\angle(N_{\text{Py}}$–center–$N_{\text{Py}}$)$_{\text{ext}}$) expanded to $\approx 98^\circ$ in order to accommodate short HDC linkers within the isosceles triangles of these bow tie structures. The distances from the enclosed H$_c$ pyrrole protons to the center of nearest pyridyl ring ($d_{\text{Hc-Pyridine-center}}$) were ca. 2.96 Å and to the H$_t$ protons of HDC linker located across the bay were ca. 2.8 Å. The enclosed H$_c$ protons of BT1 were least up-field shifted because they were mostly shielded by the adjacent pyridyl rings while the alkyl chain of HDC exerted little shielding effect. On the other hand, the exposed H$_c$ pyrrole protons of BT1 and BT3 complexes displayed similar downfield chemical shifts because having similar lengths, HDC and BDC linkers pulled the adjacent pyridyl rings away from these protons.
Thus, the single-crystal and energy-minimized structures of M’TPP-based tricomponent SCCs demonstrated that regardless of the length (within the range of 6.9–11.2 Å) and rigidity of the XDC linkers, the Pt(II)-driven self-assembly of M’TPP and XDC ligands exclusively yielded bow tie complexes instead of 3D prisms. This happened because the pyridyl arms of M’TPP ligands deviated from their original projections in order to incorporate the XDC linkers within the isosceles triangles of bow tie structures. Although previously reported M’TPP-based tricomponent SCCs based on rigid (e.g., isophthalate and BINOL-3,3’-dicarboxylate) and flexible (e.g., heptanediolate and octanediolate) XDC linkers have also displayed the same characteristic 1H NMR signals of bow tie complexes, i.e., two distinct singlets for the enclosed H_c and exposed H_c′ pyrrole protons of the M’TPP core, they were incorrectly labeled as tetragonal prisms. In all those cases, the lengths of rigid XDC linkers were comparable to those employed here that actually formed bow tie complexes, while the longer flexible linkers, such as heptanediolate and octanediolate, bulged out like an arc to form ∞-shaped complexes instead of the proposed prisms. Therefore, more studies and compelling evidence are needed beyond just ESI-MS data to verify the prism formations. Beside M’TPP, another tetratopic ligand, 1,2-di(4-pyridyl)ethylene (DPE) was also used previously along with XDC linkers to construct tetragonal prisms. Since the angles of projection and dihedral angles of the pyridyl rings in DPE are different, it is plausible that it actually formed tetragonal prisms. However, in the light of the discovery of M’TPP-based bow tie complexes and better understanding of why M’TPP could not form tetragonal prisms with any XDC linkers, additional 2D NMR and X-ray crystallographic studies would be beneficial to verify the structures of other supramolecular prisms.

CONCLUSION

In summary, we have demonstrated that Pt(II)-driven social self-assembly of a tetratopic M’TPP ligand and ditopic XDC linkers having different lengths (6.9–11.2 Å) and rigidities consistently yielded novel 2D bow tie complexes [(Et₃P)₂Pt₄(M’TPP)(XDC)₂·(4TfO) featuring a M’TPP core and two parallel XDC linkers that were held together by four heteroligated Pt(II)(N,O) corners. The 3¹P NMR spectra of the resulting tricomponent SCCs confirmed the formation of heteroleptic Pt(II)(N,O) corners bearing one carboxylate and
one pyridyl groups, while $^1$H and 2D NMR studies presented telltale signs of their bow tie structures by revealing that two opposite pyrrole rings carrying the more shielded H$_c$ protons were located inside two isosceles triangles formed by two parallel XDC linkers, while the other two pyrrole rings bearing less shielded H$_c$ protons remained exposed. The most direct and compelling evidence of bow tie complexes came from their single-crystal structures, which were fully consistent with their NMR characteristics. Our studies demonstrated that the pyridyl arms of M′TPP deviated from their original projections in order to accommodate different XDC linkers having different lengths (~7–11 Å) and rigidity into isosceles triangles, which led to the formation of 4:1:2 bow tie complexes that were entropically more favored over 8:2:4 tetragonal prisms. Thus, these comprehensive studies of M′TPP-based tricomponent SCCs not only unveiled novel bow tie complexes, but also demonstrated that M′TPP ligands are unable to form tetragonal prisms regardless of the length and rigidity dicarboxylate linkers. While the main focus of our fundamental studies presented here was to determine the accurate structures and compositions of M′TPP-based tricomponent SCCs, in the light of these revelations one could argue that some of the fascinating properties and functions, such as photodynamic cancer therapy that were previously attributed to prisms, actually belonged to bow tie complexes. Further studies of potential applications of these M′TPP-based bow tie complexes as light-harvesting and energy transduction systems are underway in our laboratory.
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